
CHAPTER-4 

A HISTOTY OF BUDDHISM: SANCHI STUPA 

Very Short Answer Questions: 

1. Who worshipped nature? 

 The Aryans worshipped nature. 

2. Write the name of the oldest and the most important part of Vedic literature? 

 The name of the oldest and the most important part of Vedic literature is the Rig 

Veda. 

3. What do you know about chatur varnas? 

 In the later Vedic Age, the whole society was divided into four Varnas- Brahmanas, 

Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Sudras. The Brahmanas occupied the highest place in the 

society and the Sudras occupied the lowest.  

4. Write the names of six schools of Hindu philosophy. 

 Six schools of Hindu pjilosophy are: 

i) The Sankhya school of Kapila. 

ii) The Yoga system of Patanjali 

iii) The Nyaya school of Gautama 

iv) The Vaisheshik system of Kanada 

v) The Purvamimansa of Jaimini 

vi) The Uttar Mimansa of Vyasa 

5. Who built Sanchi Stupa? 

 Sanchi Stupa was constructed in the honour of Lord Buddha by Emperor Ashoka in 3rd 

Century B.C.  

6. Where is Kailashnath Temple situated? 

 The Kailashnath Temple is situated in Elora, Maharashtra.  

Short Answer Type Questions- I 

1. Give any two features of the Vedic religion. 

 Two features of the Vedic religion are: 

i) Belief in one God 

ii) Chanting of Hymns 



2. Name the six schools of Hindu philosophy. 

 Six schools of Hindu pjilosophy are: 

i) The Sankhya school of Kapila. 

ii) The Yoga system of Patanjali 

iii) The Nyaya school of Gautama 

iv) The Vaisheshik system of Kanada 

v) The Purvamimansa of Jaimini 

vi) The Uttar Mimansa of Vyasa 

3. What was the motive behind offering sacrifices? 

 The motive behind offering sacrifice by Verdic people was to get children or cattle or 

to overpower one’s enemies. 

4. What was the position of priestly class in the Later Vedic Age? 

 During the later Vedic Age, religious rites and ceremonies became more elaborate, 

complicated and expensive and the naturally increased the importance of priestly 

class or Brahmanas. There was certain sacrifice which could be performed only by 16 

or 17 Brahmans and lasted for months. The officiating priests were generously 

rewarded and given Dakshina or gifts.  

5. What are the Three Jewels of Jainism? 

 The three Jewels of Jainism are right faith, right knowledge and right action. 

6. Which books contain the teachings of the Buddha? 

 The books which contain the teachings of the Buddha are: 

i) The Tipitakas or Three- Pitakas which consists of Sutta Pitaka 

ii) The Vinaya Pitaka 

iii) The Abhidhamma Pitaka 

7. In which two sects was Buddhism divided in the time of Kanishka? 

 During the time of Kanishka, Buddhism was divided into Himayana (the little wheel) 

and the Mahayana (the great wheel). 

8. According to the Buddha what is the root cause of all human sufferings? 

 According to the Buddha the root cause of all human sufferings is due to Trishna 

desire.  

9. Where is the Sanchi Stupa situated? Name the first foreigner who first discovered its ruins? 



 Sanchi Stupa is situated in Sanchi which is 48kms east of Bhopal, in the capital of 

Madhya Pradesh. 

General Taylor was the first forgeiner to discover its ruins in 1880. 

10. How have the Buddhist texts been preserved? 

 After the death of Gautama Buddha at general council (Sangili) his chief disciple were 

called at Rajgriha to compile the teachings of Lord Buddha. His council was attended 

by 500 monks led by Mahakashyapa. Buddha’s teaching were collected and compiled 

in the three books called the Tipitakas.  

11. What do the Stupas contain? 

 The Stupas contain the relics of Buddha and other Buddhist teachers such as their 

bodily remains or objects used by them in their life time.  

Short Answer Type Questions- II 

1. Discuss the Middle Path as preached by the Buddha. 

 According to Buddha, too much of pleasure and comfort do not lead to happiness in 

life nor did living in forest like ascetic without food and shelter and torturing one’s 

body bring happiness. The right way of living was to follow the middle Path between 

the two extremes. By pursuit of the Middle Path, a person can attain Nirvana which is 

the highest goal of a Buddhist. Buddha suggested Nobel Eightfold Path to follow the 

middle path which are as follows: 

i) Right view of faith 

ii) Right belief 

iii) Right speech 

iv) Right action 

v) Right living 

vi) Right endeavour 

vii) Right recollection 

viii) Right meditation   

2. Summarize the central teachings of Jainism. 

 The five doctrines taught by Mhavira are: 

i) Not to injure life (Ahimsa) 

ii) Not to tell a lie (Satya) 

iii) Not to steal anything ( Astiya) 

iv) Not to possess property (Aparigraha) 

v) To vow charity (Brahma charya) 



Mahavira did not believe in the existence of God, he also did not believe that God 

created the universe or exercise and control over it. He even considered the recitation of the 

Vedic mantras, performing Yajnas and sacrifices as useless. However the Jains believed in the 

existence of soul and the main purpose of Mahavira’s teaching was to attain salvation by 

freeing the soul from its earthly bondage which could be achieved only by following the 

three jewels or three ratnas i.e., right faith, right knowledge and right action. Mahavira 

asked his followers to lead a life of rigorous discipline and to follow a high moral life, to 

practice every type of penance and self-modification.  

According to the Jains, ending one’s life and starvation or by suicide is the noblest 

deed. Another important belief of Jainism is Ahimsa or Non-violence which is given to a wide 

extend that not only birds, animals and insects had souls but even plants, wind, fire and 

water have souls or Ajiva. Therefore, it was the fundamental duty of every Jain to practice 

every form of Ahimsa. This doctrine of Ahimsa was extremely carried out by the Jain, monks 

and nuns who covered their mouth and nose with white clothes so that no living beings 

should enter their bodies and get killed for they strongly believe that even unconscious 

killing of insects while walking is a sin.    

3. What are dissimilarities between the Hinayana and Mahayana sects of Buddhism? 

 After the death of the Buddha, differences arouse among his followers on the 

question of disciplines for Monks and Nuns and the significance of what he taught. 

In the first century AD the Buddhist Sangha was split into two brances namely 

the Hinayana or the little wheel and the Mahayana or the great wheel. These division 

in Buddhism took place after the death of Buddha because of the difference among 

the followers of Buddha on the question of discipline for monks and nuns and the 

significance of his teachings.  

Mahayana Buddhism relaxed the rules of Monastic discipline to make it more 

popular and practical and to even make ideals to worship in order to attract the 

followers. People regarded Buddha as their God and began to worship his image with 

great rituals. It also emphasised on the salvation of all human beings.  

Hinayana Buddhism greatly attached to the old orthodox rules of monasteries 

and  the original teachings of Buddha. They regarded Buddha as the great master and 

keep silence in the existence of God and observed the right fold path for attainment 

of salvation.   

4. What is the most popular contribution of Sanchi to the twentieth century of iconography? 

 The most popular contribution of Sanchi to the twentieth century of iconography is 

the Lion emblem which is craft on the gateways of the Sanchi Stupa. 

5. Discuss the role of the Begums of Bhopal in preserving the stupa at Sanchi. 



 In the 19th century, the rulers of the state of Bhopal, Begum Shah Jahan and her 

successor Begum Sultan Jahan had played a commendable role in the preservation of 

Sanchi stupas. Some of the role played by the Begums of Bhopal in preserving the 

Stupa in the Sanchi are as follows: 

i) Begum Shah Jahan and her successor Begum Sultan Jahan provided funds for the 

preservation of the ancient historical Stupa at Sanchi. 

ii) They spend money on building a museum and guest house near the site where 

John Marshall himself lived in the guest house and wrote volumes on Sanchi. 

iii) The Begums of Bhopal also funded for the Publications of the volumes written on 

Sanchi by John Marshall.  

iv) The Begums of Bhopal also satisfied the French and the English men by giving 

them prepared plaster cast copies.  

 Therefore, the Sanchi Stupa complex had survived from the eyes of railway 

contractors and builders even today due to the wise decisions of the Begum of 

Bhopal.  

6. Describe the structure of gateway of the Sanchi Stupa. 

 The Sanchi Stupa has four gateways intact with wondrous detailed carvings on each 

of the pillars. The pillars are sectioned into three parts. The uppermost part has 

scenes from the childhood of Gautama , another section had details of battle scenes- 

the prelude to the ‘vairagya’ of Ashoka. The lowermost part, in total contrast to 

others, depicts death pyres and a single blank patch of stone denoting the existence 

of the formless God.  

The Gateways were further decorated with many sculptors and decorations. 

One such sculpture was the famous female figure on the eastern gate. There are also 

Yakshas or Yakshis, carved out beautifully and placed in strategic positions along with 

beautiful floral designes and Tantric motifs.  

7. Discuss how and why the stupas were built? 

 Stupas were built through the donations given by various kings and generous 

merchants, Bhikshunis and Bhikshu and the common people. There are inscriptions 

from the railings and pillars of the Stupa which recorded donations by different types 

of people for erecting and decorating them. They also mentioned the names of men 

and women with the name of the places to which they belong amd their occupations.  

The stupas were built in order to enshrine railings of Buddha and other 

Buddhist teachers. The entire stupa came to be venerated as an emblem of the 

Buddha and Buddhism.   

Long Answer Type Questions- I 

1. Describe briefly the life and teachings of Vardhana Mahavira. 



  Vardhana Mahavira is regarded as the founder of Jainism. He was the 24th 

Tirthankara of Jainism. He was born in Kundalignam a district near Vaishali in North 

Bihar around 568 BC to a family of Kshatriya clan and was related to the Lichachavis 

ruling family of Vaishali. He lived his life in royal luxury and received good education 

but he was inclined towards medication. He married a beautiful princess named 

Yashodha but because of his inclination towards meditation he left the palace at the 

age of 30 and became an ascetic.  

Mahavira practiced severe penance for 12 years and all sorts of living being 

gathered and crawled round his body but he went on meditating without caring for 

all the obstacles that came his way. In the 15th year, he ultimately reached his goal 

and obtained the supreme knowledge while meditating under the Sal tree near the 

bank of river Rijupalika. Thereafter he controlled and conquers in Indriyas (senses) 

and came to be known as Jain and Jina Mahavira (the conquer) and his disciples or 

Nirgranthas (free from fetters) for the next 30 years, Mahavira travelled and 

preached the principle of Jainism. Initially he faced obstacles but he continued to 

preach his new religion and eventually gathered large numbers of disciples. Mahavira 

also received support from royal families in spreading his religious doctrines. He died 

at the age of 72 at Pavapuri in Patna district of Bihar the reign of King Ajatashatru. 

Refer STQ-II Q.No. 2. 

2. Present through words the life sketch of the Buddha. 

 Buddhism was founded by Gautama Buddha. He was also known as Siddhartha. He 

was born at Lumbini in about 563 BC and was the only son of Raja Suddodhana, the 

ruler of Kapil Vasthu. Siddhartha’s mother died a week after his birth and he was 

looked after by his step mother Prajapat. As he was a prince by birth he received the 

best education under the Brahmanas scholar. He even studied all the Vedic literature 

but was still unsatisfied. Siddhartha from his very childhood had a thoughtful noble 

bearing and a kind hearted child. He was married to princess Yashodhra at the age of 

18 and had a son named Rahula. Siddhartha therefore had everything to make up the 

joy of life but he was not happy at heart.  

One day when Siddhartha was moving about the outskirts of his palace, he saw 

an old man, a dead man, a sick man and a holy man. He saw sufferings and pain in all 

of them except the holy man who was clothed with rags and was carrying a begging 

bowl but had an expression of remarkable peace and serenity. Therefore, Siddhartha 

thought that in order to find the answer to all the pain in the world he needs to 

renounce the luxurious royal life. Therefore he left his home and kingdom at about 

533 BC as a wondering monk in search of truth at the age of 29. This event in his life 

of Buddha is called the Great Renunciation.  

Therefore, Siddhartha went to a forest near Raj Griha and lived for two years 

with the two famous hindu teachers i.e., Alara and Udarva. Even then, he could not 

find real peace and therefore he joined the company of five ascetic monks to practice 



self-mortification but he made no progress in his search for truth. Siddhartha again 

left the monks and went to the Banks of River Niranjana near Bodhgaya. One day, as 

he was meditating under a Pipal tree, he received enlightenment and came to be 

known as Buddha or the enlightened one. Therefore, Buddha delivered his first 

sermon at the ‘Deer Park’ in Sarnath where the five ascetic monks became his 

disciples.  

For the next 40 years, Gautama Buddha moved bout the Gangetic valley in 

Uttar Pradesh and Bihar preaching, visiting and converting people irrespective of 

their caste. He organised the Buddhist Sangha and endowed it with rules and 

disciplines. Buddha died at the age of 80 years at Kushinagara during the reign of 

Ajathashatru. 

3. Describe the religious beliefs of the Vedic Hinduism. 

 A) The early Vedic religion: 

Varuna, the God of the sky was considered the chief of Gods by the early Aryans. He 

was regarded as being in charge of the right; everything and no sinner could escape 

his vigilant eye. Indra also occupies a prominent place among the Vedic gods. The Rig 

Veda held that Indra was a warrior god. He helps the worshippers in their battle 

against their foes. He fought against the atmospheric demons called Vritra, who was 

supposed to have stolen rain water. The sun god was worshipped in the various 

forms such as Surya, Savitri, Pushan, Savita, etc. 

There were gods on earth also. Agni (fire) was an important deity. The Soma was 

regarded as essential for sacrifices. Saraswati was the river goddess who came to be 

regarded as the goddess of learning. Besides, the early Aryans worshipped Vayu, the 

wind god; Rudra the god of storms and lighting; Prithvi, the Mother Earth and 

Perjanya, the god of rain. 

i) Belief in one God: There are hymns in Rig Veda which state that the Aryans had 

belief in the supreme God. When they worshipped the agents and faces of nature, 

they in fact worshipped varios manifestation of the Supreme Being. They knew that 

god was one but he appeared in various manifestations.   

ii) Chanting of hymns: The Aryans did not build temples to worship their gods nor did 

they make their images. There are no traces of idol worship in the religion of the 

Vedas.  The Rishis used to offer prayers to deities in the open air. The common way 

of worship was the offering of sacrifices or Yajnas to secure earthly happiness- to get 

children or cattle or to overpower one’s enemies. Each sacrifice was performed by a 

Hotri who recited the Vedic hymns. Another important feature of the religious life of 

the early Aryans was the absence of a separate priestly class. Every householder was 

a priest who lighted the sacrificial fire in his own home and chanted the hymns. Men 

did not retire into forests. The world was not considered as an evil or a place of 

misery by the Rig Vedic people.  

B) Later Vedic Period: 



i) Emergence of new Gods:  The bright gods of the Rig Vedic period such as Varuna 

and Surya were worshipped but they lost their former importance. Many new gods 

like Rudra, Vishnu and Brahma attained a higher position. Rudra was now considered 

as ‘the great god’ and was also called Shiva and Pushupati. Side by side with Rudra 

arose Vishnu who soon came to occupy a place of honour as the protector and 

preserver of the people.  

ii) Dominance of the Priestly Class: During the later Vedic age, religious rites and 

ceremonies became more elaborate, complicated and expensive and this naturally 

increased the importance of priestly class of Brahmanas. There were certain 

sacrifices which could be performed only by 16 or 17 Brahmanas and lasted for 

months. The officiating priests were generously rewarded and give Dakshina or gifts. 

iii) Asceticism- Munis and Shramanas: Another feature of the religious thought of the 

Aryans was the glorification of the ascetic way of life. An ascetic stage or a muni or 

sharmana was a person who did not allow himself worldly pleasure. He believed that 

the life of tapa, brahmacharya and detachment might lead to even greater results 

than the rituals or Yajnas of the householder. He renounced the worldly life and 

retired to the jungles to meditate on the spiritual aspect of life.  

iv) The doctrines of Punarjanma, Karma and Moksha: The ideas of Punarjanma, i.e., 

(transmigration of soul) Karma and Moksha which formed the basis of Hinduism were 

also developed. The Upanishad says that a person who in his life time realizes 

Brahma as the Universal Soul attains Moksha (salvation) In other words; all the 

actions of a man, good or bad, i.e., Karmas bear their proper fruit and determine his 

future after death. The idea that the material world is maya or illusion also gained 

currency during the Vedic Age.  

4. Discuss the development in sculpture and architecture associated with the rise of 

Vaishnavism and Shaivism. 

  The first temple to house idols if gods and goddess were also being built. The early 

temple had usually a small square room called the garbhagreha, having a single 

doorway for the worshippers to enter and offer worship to the image. Later, a tall 

structure called Shikhara was built over the entire shrine. The temples walls were 

usually decorated with sculptures. Later temples had large buildings- with assembly 

halls, huge walls and gateways. They had also arrangements for the supply of water.  

Some temples of ancient India were hollowed out of huge rocks as artificial caves; for 

example, a cave temple which was constructed in the 3rd century BC by Ashoka for 

the Ajivika sect. Rich visual traditions were expressed in brick and stone structure, 

sculptures and paintings by the artists, sculptors etc which bares testimonies out of 

their excellent sense of visions.  

The Europeans in the 19th century were not able to understand the weird figure 

of Gods and goddess with multiple arms, heads with combinations of human and 

animal forms. The Europeans compared these idols with sculptors from ancient 



Greece and gave the view that early Indian sculptors were inferior to Greek sculptors. 

But when Buddhist image based on Greek models were discovered, the Europeans 

considered them as the best examples of early Indian art.   

5. Write a note on Vedic religious literature. 

 Vedic literature are treated as the store house of knowledge of the Aryans. The 

principle of knowledge, Karma and Moksha wich form the basis of the Vedic 

literature represent the intellectual height of the Aryan philosophy. They were 

compiled in the Gangetic basin during 1000-600 BC. It contains the four Vedas and 

other supplementary long prose texts which were all combined in Sanskrit.  

A) The Vedas or Samhidas: 

Veda is a Sanskrit word meaning knowledge. The Vedas are known as the book of 

knowledge and the hindus considered it as a book which contain eternal knowledge. 

The Vedas are four in number which are given below.  

i) Rig Veda: It is the oldest and the most important part of the Vedic literature. It 

contains 1028 hymns arranged in 10 mandals or books. It also contains the Gayatri 

mantra which is recited everyday by the hindus even today. Rig Veda is also called 

the ‘book of hymns’.  

ii) Sama Veda or book of Chants: The Sama Veda is essentially a book of chants and 

songs which were sung during ceremonial sacrifices and various rituals of worship. It 

contains 1875 hymns, some of which have been borrowed from the Rig Veda.  

iii) Yajur Veda or book of sacrificial prayers: It is generally called the books of 

sacrificial prayers and deals with rituals sung during the time of Yajnas or sacrifices 

and it consists of 2086 hymns. It also lays down the principles and practices of Yajnas 

or sacrifices and some magical formula and charms. It also tells us about the habits 

and customs of the masses in general and also the social and religious life of the 

Aryans.    

iv) Atharva Veda: The Atharva Veda which is also known as the ‘Book of magical 

formulas’ contains731 hymns dealing with special customs, manners, magic and 

witch craft. The hymns of the Atharva Veda also tell us about the medicines for the 

treatment of various diseases. And it is also throws light on the development of 

Aryans civilisation and culture.  

B) The Brahmanas: 

The Brahmanas are the explanation of the meaning or substance of the Vedic hymns. 

They are written by learned priests to explain the Vedic texts in simple prose.  

C) The Aranyakas: 

The Aranyakas also known as the ‘forest books’ are the concluding portion of the 

Brahmanas and deals with the philosophy and the path of knowledge.  

D) The Vedangas or the limbs of the Vedas: 

It deals with science such as Grammar, Phonetics and Astronomy. 

E) The Upvedas:  



It deals with the four secular subjects, namely 

i) Ayurveda or medicine 

ii) Dhanurveda or military science 

iii) Gandharvaveda or music 

iv) Shilpaveda or architecture arts 

F) The Sutras: 

It represents the last phrase of the Vedic literature. They are written in a very 

compressed style. They deal with the Vedic rituals and customary laws. The Sutras 

describe the rituals of greater sacrifices. The Grihyasutra is described as the 

ceremonies connected with the domestic life from birth to death.   

6. Describe the growth of religions and the new religious movements after Buddhism. 

 After Buddhism, many new religions emerged due to the change in the social religion 

scenario such as the Ajivikas and the reformation of old religion like the Puranic 

Hinduisim or the new Brahmanism.  

i) Ajivikas:  

This sect was followed by an ascetic named Gosala Maskriputra . The Ajivikas were 

strictly fatalist and strongly believed in Niyati (destiny). They even thought that they 

adopted ascetic life because it was determined by destiny. Therfore the Jivika monks 

practiced severe asceticism and came to look upon Gosala as ‘an affable divinity’. 

They developed the view that all change and movements were imaginary and that 

the world was reality eternally and immovably at rest. Emperor Ashoka greatly 

patronised and gifted cave temple in the hills near Gaya to the Ajivikas and even his 

son Dasaratha and also donated Cave temple to its followers.   

ii) Puranic Hinduism:  

The emergence of Jainism and Buddhism gave serious set-back to the old Brahminism 

by condemning its elaborate rituals and practices. However the growth of Ascetic 

doctrines further weakened the principles of Brahmanical faith. Therefore in order to 

safe Brahmanism from the opposition of new faith, Brahmanism made certain 

modifications in its ideas and introduced some non-vedic ideas into its faith while 

retaining its old features, This changed Brahmanism was called neo-Brahmanism or 

Puranic Hinduism.  

Another growth of new religious movement was the worship of Vaishnavism, 

Shaivism and Shaktism under various manifestation. The Vaishnav’s worship the 

supreme being under such names as Rama, Krishna, Vasudeva, Narain, Parsuram, 

Vaman, Narasimah, Matsya Kumar, Virah and later on the Buddha. Vaishavism cult 

developed around the various Avatars or incarnations of Vishnu. Ten Avatars were 

the forms that Vishnu was believed to have assumed in order to save world 

whenever it was threatened by disorder and destruction because of the domination 

of civil faces. Shaivism also worshipped Shiva under various names such as 

Mahadeva, Maheshwara, Pashupati, Rutra, Hara and even Linga and Yoni was 



regarded as the emblem of renunciation much valued by Hindu saints and 

philosophers. Shaktism worshipped supreme Shakti in different forms such as Devi, 

Lakshmi, Bhavani, Gauri, Parvati, Durga and Kali.   

7. Describe how and why stupas were built. 

 Refer SATQ Q.No. 7 

8. Describe the important features of the Sanchi Stupa.  

 Stupa is a Sanskrit word which means a heap or mounts. Initially this stupa was a 

semi-circular mount but gradually became more complex in structure. Above the 

mount was built the harmika representing the abode of gods. Arising from the 

harmika was called yashti often surmounted by a chatri or umbrella. The Sanchi 

stupa had a stone railing build around the mount which look like a bamboo or 

wooden fence. Four elaborate curved stone gateways were added to the stupa by 

the Satavahana rulers. The pillars of the gateways are sanctioned into three parts, 

the uppermost past has scenes from Buddha’s childhood another section has a battle 

scene representing the renunciation of Ashoka and the lower most part depicts 

death pyres and a single blank patch of stone denoting the existence of the formless 

of God. 

The gateways of Sanchi stupa were richly decorated with many sculptors and 

varied decorations. Female structures were beautifully engraved on the eastern 

gateways. There are even Yakshas and Yakshis carved out beautifully and placed in 

strategic positions along with beautiful floral designs and tantric motifs.   

Long Answer Type Questions-II 

1. What are the problems in reconstructing histories of idea and beliefs when text are not 

available? 

 Due to the limited writings, the historians faced many difficulties in writing the 

histories of ideas and beliefs of one ancient past. Some of the problems faced were:  

i) Lack of manuscripts and texts. 

ii) The writings of sculptors associated with religious traditions became less readable. 

This has been reconstructed by carefully editing, translating and analysing the 

Buddhist text mentioned earlier. 

iii) Historians have also tried to reconstruct details of the life of Buddha which were 

written down at least a century after the time of the Buddha, in an attempt to 

preserve memories of the great teacher. According to these traditions, Siddhartha as 

a Buddha was named at Birth was the son of the chief.  

3. To what extend does knowledge of Buddhism literature help in understanding the 

sculpture of Sanchi? 



 The Buddhist chronicles of Sri Lnka, the Pavamsa and the Mahavamsa revealed the 

construction of Sanchi Stupa. According to these, Ashoka during his term as a viceroy 

at Ujjayani connected a marriage with the wife of a merchant at Vidisha, who was a 

devolt Buddhist. Over the years, Ashoka and Devi started the establishment of the 

Buddha movements and stupas on the hill top. It seems that the Vidisha community 

and perhaps Devi herself continued to sponsor the buiding activity long after Ashoka 

came to the Mauryan thr one. 

4. Why do you think woman and men joined the Sangha? 

 The important reason why men and women joined the Sanghas are as follows: 

i) Many of them wanted to renounce the worldly pleasures.  

ii) They could study the Buddhist literature and philosophy by studying in the 

company of other monks and nuns. 

iii) Many people entered Sanghas to become priests and teachers of Buddhism. 

iv) All were considered equal and the previous social identity was to be renounced.  

v) The environment after Sanghas was democratic. The decisions making within the 

Sanghas was based on voting. This attracted many and they took to the life of the 

Sanghas.   


